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Two Worlds. Two Women. One Love.

In 1975, an American girl named Genevieve loses her mother when a plane full of orphans crashes in war-
ravaged Vietnam. Miles away in the countryside, seven-year-old Lan, a Vietnamese girl, is forced out of her
family home by her own brother who has joined the Viet Cong. Worlds apart, these two girls come into
womanhood struggling to recover a sense of family–until their journeys suddenly converge.

Lan has grown up in the harsh realities of post-war Vietnam, but she yearns for a better life for her children.
Meanwhile, Genevieve marries and, faced with infertility, decides to adopt a child from the country her own
mother loved so deeply. But the uncertainty and risk of international adoption threatens to overwhelm both
women before their hearts and their families can be healed.

Beyond the Blue is the story of enormous losses, unthinkable choices, and the transforming power of God's
love for the children of the world.

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Carrie Wakefield:

Inside other case, little persons like to read book Beyond the Blue. You can choose the best book if you
appreciate reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a book Beyond the Blue. You can
add know-how and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, mainly because from
book you can realize everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will be known.
About simple point until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or
perhaps searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel uninterested to go
to the library. Let's learn.

Lucy Nelson:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving Beyond the Blue that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world
can be said as the opportinity for people to know world considerably better then how they react when it
comes to the world. It can't be explained constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky particular
person but for all of you who wants to be success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as
your good habit, you could pick Beyond the Blue become your own starter.

Lindsay Washington:

As we know that book is important thing to add our know-how for everything. By a book we can know
everything we really wish for. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every
year was exactly added. This publication Beyond the Blue was filled about science. Spend your time to add
your knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has different feel when they
reading some sort of book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can sense enjoy to read a guide. In
the modern era like today, many ways to get book that you wanted.

Jamie Wallace:

A lot of reserve has printed but it is unique. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is referred to as of
book Beyond the Blue. You can add your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it could add
your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about guide.
It can bring you from one place to other place.
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